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In that year's college entrance examination, Zhang Fan estimated his score, then filled
in his volunteer, waited for the college entrance examination score line and the
university admission notice. Now the college entrance examination has been reformed.
After the examination, wait for results before filling in volunteers, which is a little less
unpredictable.

The results didn't come down, and everyone didn't want to do other things. Zhang Fan
took Shaohua and Jingshu to visit Lan City every day. The city is a template. The
difference is that it's bigger and better.

Jingshu hasn't been out since childhood. Zhang Fan and Shaohua took her to Shaanxi.
Zhang Fan's parents won't go. No way, only the three of them set out, the terracotta
warriors and horses, Huashan and the place where the imperial concubine took a bath.
Shaohua also bought some clothes for Jingshu. The little girl usually wears school
uniforms, and there are few clothes that can be seen in the past. Zhang Fan saved all
the money she gave like a little squirrel!

I didn't talk to my parents about buying a house or going to the frontier. Now is not the
time.

The results finally came out. Jing Shu is really a Xueba level figure, 677, but Huaqing
and Dabei may have no hope.

Zhang Fan's parents knew that Jing Shu had a high score in the exam, and there was no
one, two or three to fill in. Zhang Fan looked at the score line of the University in
previous years and said reluctantly, "can't you add more oil? You said it would be
better if it were Huaqing or Dabei. Hey! Your score has just been in the middle of
nowhere. Hey! "

"Just be satisfied. Go to the bedroom and steal a smile. What do you wear? Jingshu's
score is very good. Although Dabei and Huaqing are a little hanging, Jing Shu can
choose at will in addition to these two universities. " Shaohua pushed Zhang Fan,
hugged Jing Shu in his arms and said.
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"Hehe, hey, there's no hope and nothing to say, but it's a pity not to fill in Dabei or
Huaqing, but it's worrying to fill in it. Hey! Sister, why don't you fill in Dabei. If it's
not enough, it's a big deal to fight again next year. How's it going? "

"Or listen to your brother?" Zhang Fan's mother said to her daughter.

"Forget it, this year has played beyond the level, maybe next year is not as good as this
year. I heard that Su Da has a talent reserve plan, and more than 600% can enter
special classes. Or we'll go up to Su Da. " Jing Shu didn't say a word, that is, she can
avoid tuition!

"OK, I know what you think as soon as you turn your eyes. Now your grades have
come out, and I'll tell my parents about my plans." Zhang Fan glanced at Jing Shu and
said.

"Speak well! Why are you so fierce? " Shao Hua really sympathizes with his little
sister-in-law, is obedient and sensible, and can understand the pains of adults. Really
nice little girl“ Well, I have developed well in the frontier. Now I have some money in
my hand. This money is on the right way, Shao Hua can prove it. Jing Shu, you don't
have to worry about choosing a good university. I want you to go to tea with me and
Shaohua. The house over there is about to be renovated. "

"That's OK. As long as you and Shaohua are good, don't worry about us. I can get the
retirement fee in a few years. The business of the small shops here is also good. When
you have children, let your mother take them with you. Besides, you have to live a life.
How can you pay for Jingshu's expenses alone? " Zhang Fan's parents are worried that
Shaohua is not happy.

"Uncle and aunt, although I shouldn't speak, I'd better say it. You're old. It's the
responsibility of Zhang Fan and me to support the elderly. Moreover, Jingshu's tuition
fees can't be paid by her brother. Who can pay?"

When Shao Huayi spoke, Zhang Fan's parents stopped talking. They could argue with
their son, but not with their daughter-in-law.

"Look what you're worried about, my income is really good now. There are cars and
houses. Don't worry about it. We won't go back until a few days. You can discuss it
with my mother. Today, let's consider which university Jingshu will go to. "

"Brother, I want to learn finance!"“ Um! That's good, too. What about the one above?
"



"Let's go to Shanghai Jiaotong University for economic and trade. Big cities are also
helpful for future development. Just worry about your study, Jingshu. Your brother is
right. We have everything, so don't worry too much. If you study well, study hard. If I
could get such a high score in the exam, I would probably wake up laughing in my
dream! " Shao Hua made the topic a little easier, otherwise the whole family was tight
and seemed to have lost the list.

"Shanghai Jiaotong University's finance and economics is good." Zhang Fan asked.

"What do you say? Listing is the economic center of China, and the ranking is not low.
Can it be bad?" Ask Zhang Fan about medical treatment. He has a clear door. Others
are a little better than his parents.

"Jing Shu, what do you think?"

"That's OK, that's ~"

"No, just ~ pick the right one. Go to the school and ask the teacher, which is better, try
to choose which, and you don't have to worry about the others. " Zhang Fan's decision!
Finally, Jingshu filled in Shangda. Zhang Fan's parents are also unwilling to go to tea.
First, I don't want to drag Zhang Fan and Shao Hua down. Second, at present, my
small store still has some income a day, and I'm a little reluctant to give up.

Zhang fan can't help it. He can't force it. If you decide, you're ready to buy a house.
The old house really can't live. When Jingshu goes to college, the two old people are a
little uncomfortable and have no place to buy medicine at a critical juncture.

Zhang Fan and Shao Hua, with Jing Shu, turn all over the county. Jing Shu knows the
county better than Zhang Fan. She knows where life is convenient. Finally, I chose a
house of 90 square meters. The surrounding environment is good and not far from the
hospital and vegetable market. 231 square meters, with a total price of more than
200000 (I don't dare to hit zero now!).

Before Zhang Fan goes out, he asks Jing Shu to secretly bring out the household
register and her parents' ID card.

Don't hesitate to discuss with Shao Huajing Shu and pay in full directly. There is an
elevator on the 13th floor. The advantage of paying in full is that there is a parking
space attached! Fortunately, if the county is a big city, you don't have to think about it.

Then it was to find a decoration company. The old couple didn't understand. Zhang
Fan was afraid of being cheated, so he found a decoration company to sign a contract.
For simple decoration, 60000 yuan would be solved.



Home, Shaohua took the completed certificate and handed it to Zhang Fan's parents.
Zhang Fan and Jing Shu didn't dare to give it. They were afraid of being angry with
the old man. Let Shaohua give it to him. He has to endure even if he is angry.

"Uncle and aunt, you don't want to go to tea vegetarians, so we don't worry about
leaving. The environment here is really bad. You see, there is no clinic around. Later,
Zhang Fan and Jing Shu are thousands of miles away. In order to let them work and go
to school at ease, I decided to buy a house, paid all the money, and signed the
decoration contract. We'll leave in a few days. At that time, you and your aunt will
have to go and stare at the workers' decoration every day! "

"This! How much does it cost? You just went to work! " Zhang Fan's mother said
sadly.

"Aunt, don't you know your son? If you really have the ability, you can rest assured.
You must keep an eye on the decoration workers, or it's not a bad place or a bad place
to live for a few days."

"It's really expensive. It's 260000!"

"The house is a little over 200000 yuan, and a parking space is also given. Later, when
there are more people, they rent the parking space. 60000 is the decoration fee." Zhang
Fan said.

"I can't read! I don't discuss with adults. Can I use 60000 for the decoration fee! You
can get it well with 20000 yuan from your uncle! " His father took Zhang Fan in.

"Can you tell me that the door of the cabinet that my uncle hit can't be closed tightly!
All the money was paid. It's still a little far from the new house. I'll buy you an electric
car tomorrow. It's also more convenient. "

"No, I ride a bike and exercise."

This is the dialogue between an adult son and his aging father. One has begun to be the
master of the family, and the other is unwilling to grow old! If it's a girl, it's different.
What Jingshu says, the old man doesn't hate his daughter. And very obedient.

But my mother just doesn't like her daughter. She is already a very excellent daughter.
She always nags at her, but she can't love Zhang Fan. She never says a heavy word!

When the big event is done, Zhang Fan is also relaxed. There are 90000 in Kari,
including 50000 in Shaohua. Then, to go, Jingshu left school early. Zhang Fan
discussed with his family and took Jingshu directly. He was going to take Jingshu for
fun for a few days.



Anyway, I have to pass Lan City when I go to school.
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